INDIRECT WATER BATH HEATER - ADVANTAGES & APPLICATIONS

With new technology comes the need for more complicated, yet compact, skid assemblies. You need a fully mounted unit on which several assemblies can be installed, and you need it to include custody transfer, filtration and indirect heating.

- Designed in full compliance with API 12K specifications
- Precise temperature control
- Removable Single or Twin Fire-Tube design
- Removable Heating Coil for ease of maintenance
- Flame Arrestors at Burners Air Intake and Stack Top
- Heating capacity upto 5 Million K.Cal/Hr

- Burners System complete with Pilot, Main Burner, Gas Train, Spark Igniter with Transformer
- Natural Draft Burners, directly mounted on Fire Tube & Forced Draft Burners
Industries Served

• Oil & Gas

Applications

• Heating fuel gas at:
  - Power generation plants
  - Compressor stations
  - Wellheads

• Heating crude oil at:
  - Offshore platforms
  - Refineries

Highlights

Removable heating coil for easy maintenance

Designed in compliance with API 12K

Removable single or twin fire-tube design